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using analogies in the classroom
susan rosenfeld
american cultural center niamey niger

analogy A similarity or likeness be-
tween

the teacher can collect these analogies
things in some circumstances or and use them a few every day as material

effects when the things are otherwise for warm up activities or as filler for the
entirely different last few minutes of class

websters new universal unabridged
dictionary 1983.1983 some specific suggestions

most teachers like to begin english lan-
guage

listed below are suggestions for specific
classes by using some sort of brief content areas followed by example analo-

gieswarm up activity to set the mood and
get the students in an english language
11 mindsetmindretmindset this article originally in-
spired

1I LEXICAL ANALOGIES
by the section on analogies in the

united states information agency publica-
tion

a sysvnqnymsnaymmaym s

odds & ends appp 121312 13 suggests a bighugebig huge
warmupwarm up activity which students not only smalltinysmall tiny
participate in but which they also create another format is big is to huge as
resulting in less work for the teacher small is to tiny

odds & ends offers a series of fifteen b antonymsanjonymsantonymyantonyms
analogies which can be used to introduce bigsmallbig smallsmail
analogies to the class this introduction lovehatelovematelove hate
can be done with the whole class orally
with students working in pairs or groups c americanbriamericanbritishAmerican BridriBritishnishfish lexical differences
or as a worksheet which the class corrects NYCnycelevatornyqelevatorelevator
and discusses together londowliftlondonLondowlondom lift

once the students have grasped the idea d sex based diffrdifferdifferencesnos
of analogies they can begin to write their femalebeautifulfemale beautiful
own this can be done with as much or malehandsomemale handsome
as little guidance as the teacher wishes
for example the teacher can simply say e geographygeogwhy
write five analogies or the teacher can parisseinepadisparispahis seine

choose to review or exploit a specific con-
tent

khartoumnileKhartoum Nile
area and say write five analogies

that use synonyms or write five analo-
gies

f nationalities
that are grammar based francefrenchFranceFrench

switzerlandswitzerlandswissswiss
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g langualanguaizeslanguagesleesizes nH grammatical ANALOGIES
usaenglishUSA English
mexico spanish a negative contractionscontraction

isisntis isnt
h gcurrencyn willwontwillmontwill wont

great britainpoundsbritain pounds
italy0ireitaly lire b verbverh wnsespartstensespartstensesparnsspartsspanns

iswasbiswas
i agentsaizentsvizents and activities hithit

penletterpenjetterperletterpen ietterletterJetterdetter or
hoefieldcoefieldhoe field isbeenisbern

or gogonegigonego gone
letterwriteletter write
fieldplowfield plow c pluralization121urwization

boyboysboy boys
j clothing childchildrenchild children

menpantsmen pants
womenskirtwomen skirt d subject verb contractionscontracfin

or he ishesashesis hes
handglovehand glove we wouldwedwould wed
footshoefoot shoe

e possessives
k ak1kdegree myminehyminemy mine

likejovelikeilke loveJoveiovedove youryoursyour yours
dislikehatedislike hate

IIIHI111lii phonological ANALOGIES
I11 attribute

slyfoxslycox a sound chanchanges
wiseowlwise owl bitbeetbit beet

hitheat
m offspring

dogpuppydog puppy b homophoneshgmophoneahomophones
catcatkittencatldttenkitten pailpalepailpallpali palepaie

barmbarcbammbarebearbear
n animal sounds

dogbarkdog bark c vocalvocalization1infilminfim
cowmoocow moo pitbittitbit

tamedametame dame
0 fculturalmiffdifferencesn

here typical foods this is only a partial list of course
usahamburgerUSA hamburger other teachers may come up with equally
burundibeansBurundi beans valid equally interesting categories per-

haps you havent agreed with some of
these analogies thats fine think of the
language that would be generated in the
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classroom as students explain justify and grammar based analogies can be used
defend their word choice to complete the also categories that the students already
analogy know in their own language eg geogra-

phy currency etc cf analogies iele iflf
for classes with students from different ig ihlh above are easy to begin with

countries andor language backgrounds a language items can be reinforced re-
viewedslight variation in the analogy composing or even presented and taught for

technique can lead to greater mutual under-
standing

the first time through the use of analogies
among the students instead of

requiring that an analogy be made between also as students seek to convince oth-
erstwo countries selected by the teacher of the validity of their selection or dis-
creditanalogy writer cf analogy iolo10 an incom-

plete
the choice of another a lot of other

variable cue can be given as language comes into play
usahamburgerUSA hamburger
your country an interesting and beneficial variation is

students then write in their own countcountryryss to ask students of one class to write analo-
giesname and fill in the appropriate word to for another class of more or less the

complete the analogy in classes where same level this creates a sense of group
there is more than one person from a giv-
en

solidarity within each class and a healthy
country discussion about the best re-

sponse
spirit of competition between classes

may arise also students from
different countries may need to explain or by requiring the students participation
describe their answer to the rest of the not only in the execution of these analogy
class A senegalese student for example activities but also in their very creation
who completed the above analogy with learner involvement is greater than in
senegalceebujenn would no doubt need many other activities which are either tak-

ento explain that ceebujenn is rice and from books or developed by the teacher
fish and then enumerate the ingredients thus students motivation is high
and describe how it is prepared

A final benefit of this activity is that
it goes without saying that in order to teachers will probably learn more about

make this exercise successful the teacher their students and their countries and cul-
turesshould not give the relationship category

of the analogy that would defeat the pur-
pose of the exercise it is the studentsjobstudents job about the author
to determine the relationship between the
first pair of words and then come up with susan rosenfeld received her MA degree
the word that creates the same relationship tesolfromTESOL aromfrom teachers college colum-

biain the second pair of words they should university she has worked in africa
then be able to explain and justify their since 1977 first as a peace corps volun-

teerchoice doing teacher training in senegal then
as a fulbright lecturer in burundi and

analogies can be used at all levels from now in niger directing the english lan-
guagebeginners to advanced students for low program at the american cultural

level students synonyms antonymsantonymyantonyms or center




